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MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UC (UNICORN)
BLU-RAY COLLECTION

Street Date: 3/6/2018
SRP:
$64.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Universal Century 0096. Three years after the last conflict between Neo
Zeon and the Earth Federation Forces, the tentative peace of the Earth
Sphere is about to be shattered again. Cardeas Vist, the head of the
powerful Vist Foundation, has decided to hand over “Laplace’s Box," the
secret of the Foundation's prosperity, to the supposed enemy, Neo Zeon.
Banagher Links, a student at the space colony Industrial 7, rescues a
mysterious girl who calls herself Audrey Burne. Audrey is seeking to
prevent a war, but it seems she has come too late. As Banagher's home
colony is devastated by the attacks of the enemy mobile suit Kshatriya, he
finds his strange destiny and is forced to fight in the formidable weapon
system known as the Unicorn Gundam.
Contains episodes 1 - 7 of Mobile Suit Gundam UC (Unicorn). Bonus
Features: The "Story So Far", Episode EX "One Hundred Years of
Solitude”, Episode Recaps, Episode 5 Ending with Lyrics, Trailers,
Promotional Videos, Commercials, MS & Character Highlights, Episode 3
Textless Ending.
Audio: English and Japanese 5.1 & 2.0 LPCM, English Subtitles; Video: 16
x 9 widescreen.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSBLU1850
742617185021
2/6/2018
3/6/2018
$64.99
NR
WS
Japanese & English
English
4 discs / 450 mins.
Anime/Sci-Fi

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

MOBILE SUIT GUNDAM UC (UNICORN)
DVD COLLECTION

Street Date: 3/6/2018
SRP:
$49.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Universal Century 0096. Three years after the last conflict between Neo
Zeon and the Earth Federation Forces, the tentative peace of the Earth
Sphere is about to be shattered again. Cardeas Vist, the head of the
powerful Vist Foundation, has decided to hand over “Laplace’s Box," the
secret of the Foundation's prosperity, to the supposed enemy, Neo Zeon.
Banagher Links, a student at the space colony Industrial 7, rescues a
mysterious girl who calls herself Audrey Burne. Audrey is seeking to
prevent a war, but it seems she has come too late. As Banagher's home
colony is devastated by the attacks of the enemy mobile suit Kshatriya, he
finds his strange destiny and is forced to fight in the formidable weapon
system known as the Unicorn Gundam.
Contains episodes 1 - 7 of Mobile Suit Gundam UC (Unicorn). Bonus
Features: The "Story So Far", Episode EX "One Hundred Years of
Solitude”, Episode Recaps, Episode 5 Ending with Lyrics, Trailers,
Promotional Videos, Commercials, MS & Character Highlights, Episode 3
Textless Ending.
Audio: English and Japanese 5.1 & 2.0 Dolby Digital Stereo, English
Subtitles; Video: 16 x 9 widescreen.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
RSDVD1852
742617185229
2/6/2018
3/6/2018
$49.99
NR
WS
Japanese & English
English & Spanish
4 discs / 450 mins.
Anime/Sci-Fi

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 3/13/2018
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

BEDROOM EYES
Synopsis:
A beautiful webcam seductress (Jane Doux) finds
herself in the middle of a gruesome murder mystery
when her voyeuristic clients start turning up dead. Her
fate is further complicated by the fact that the
investigating police detective just happens to be her
boyfriend. Can she unravel the mystery before
becoming the killer's next victim?
Starring August Ames, Jane Doux, Beverly Lynne,
Carter Cruise.
16 x 9 widescreen.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
4

BayView Entertainment
REG2211
802993221109
2/13/2018
3/13/2018
$14.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 discs / 81 mins.
Erotic Thriller

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 3/13/2018
SRP:
$14.99
Cost:

LUST FOR A WITCH
Synopsis:
A mystery writer's world turns into a nightmare when he
discovers an unconscious young woman (Poppy
Morgan) who claims to be a 16th century witch. The
matter suddenly becomes very complicated when his
faithless wife (Nicole Sheridan) returns home with a
friend (Rebecca Love) and the magic becomes deadly.
16 x 9 widescreen.

Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
5

BayView Entertainment
REG2219
802993221901
2/13/2018
3/13/2018
$14.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 discs / 80 mins.
Erotic Thriller

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

ANCIENT ALIENS AND THE ILLUMINATI
(2 DVD SET)

Street Date: 3/13/2018
SRP:
$24.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
“Ancient Aliens and the Illuminati” is a comprehensive two DVD
set containing compelling and cutting-edge research into these
fascinating subjects.
• Ancient Aliens and the New World Order: Jim Marrs, author
of the best-selling book "Our Occulted History: Do the Global
Elite Conceal Ancient Aliens?" exposes the truth about
Ancient Aliens and their connection to modern rulers. Learn
how ancient technology has helped advance certain
bloodlines and monarchies throughout history and separated
those in power from the rest of us. Learn the truth to the
Alien Presence on Earth.
• Alien Watchers: Ancient Gods: We are now rediscovering the
unearthly influence that millennia later would appear to have
risen out of nowhere in prehistory Iraq. The Watchers
became masters over mankind and a hybrid race was born.
The ancients knew them as the Watchers, and we know
them as Aliens. Prepare for the incredible story of mankind's
ancient past and how it links to the wave of UFO
experiences in our world today.
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2313
812073023134
2/13/2018
3/13/2018
$24.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
2 discs / 150 mins.
Documentary

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

H.P. LOVECRAFT'S TWO LEFT ARMS

Street Date: 3/20/2018
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
Carter arrives in Italy to restore an ancient painting hidden in a
deconsecrated church. As he goes about his work, he discovers
the surroundings occupied by people performing strange rituals
and a town that is hiding a mystery concerning the nearby lake,
which local legend claims was created by a meteor’s impact. An
impact, it seems, still felt hundreds of years later.
“Two Left Arms” was inspired by the dreams of H.P. Lovecraft
(The Re-Animator), directed by Domiziano Cristopharo (House
of Flesh Mannequins, Dark Waves), written by Andrea Cavaletto
(Hidden in the Woods) and features a great cast: Paolo Stella,
Yvonne Sciò, Frank Laloggia, Ruggero Deodato, with cult horror
icon Carlo De Mejo in his final on-screen appearance.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
7

BayView Entertainment
BAY2316
812073023165
2/20/2018
3/20/2018
$19.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 76 mins.
Horror

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

Street Date: 3/20/2018
SRP:
$19.99
Cost:

THE TRANSPARENT WOMAN
Synopsis:
Anna is a beautiful and fiercely independent blind woman. Due
to financial problems, her husband Carl has to sell their city
apartment and they move into his rural childhood home. Left to
fend for herself during the day when Carl is at work, an unhappy
Anna begins to hear eerie noises and strange events that lead
her to think that someone…or something…is in the house with
her.
International sensation Roberta Gemma stars in “The
Transparent Woman,” a steamy thriller that promises to chill your
bones while it raises your temperature. Directed by Domiziano
Cristopharo, who brought the fantastic to life with his chillers
Dark Waves and Two Left Arms.
Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:
8

BayView Entertainment
BAY2317
812073023172
2/20/2018
3/20/2018
$19.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
1 disc / 81 mins.
Horror

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

30 MINUTES TO FITNESS: BUILD & BURN - 3 DVD SET
WITH KELLY COFFEY-MEYER

Street Date: 3/27/2018
SRP:
$39.99
Cost:

Synopsis:
30 Minutes to Fitness “Build & Burn” from Kelly Coffey-Meyer is a 4-6 week program on 3
DVDs designed to increase your strength and muscle definition, while slashing calories and
improving your lifestyle. This set has 5 time-efficient and effective workouts that are formatted
in an easy to follow rotation. Each numbered DVD is packed with the industry's best moves
that are delivered in Kelly’s upbeat and unique approach to keep you engaged and seeing
results. To optimize results, “Build & Burn” also includes a realistic, every day meal plan. This
is NOT a diet; it is a food guide to help you make better choices. “Build & Burn” has taken all
the guess work out of how to reach your health and fitness goals. Simply follow the order of
the numbered DVDs and select your meals from the food guide. If you stay true to the
program, your goal of becoming stronger, slimmer and fitter is possible!
•

•

•

•

•

Cardio Core: This workout is made of cardio moves that specifically elicit core function.
This compilation of exercises is designed to tone up your legs, help you slim down, and
attain a stronger leaner core all at the same time. These easy-to-follow moves are
performed in 30 sec intervals to keep you focused and working hard.
Upper Body Super Sets: This upper body weight workout is made up of super sets (2
exercises for the same muscle group performed back to back). You will perform 3 sets of
8 reps per exercise before moving on to the next muscle group. Just when you expect
another traditional move, a new approach to a well-known exercise offers a welcome
change.
Kettlebell & Kickbox Fusion: KB & KB is an interval workout utilizing Kettlebell moves and
Kickboxing combinations that are executed in 30 second segments. This challenging
session is a great calorie-burner that defines your upper body (including your
core/waistline) and improves your cardiovascular endurance for an overall leaner and fitter
physique. (A dumbbell can be used in place of a kettlebell)
Lower Body Tabata: The perfect way to work your legs and glutes without fatigue, lactic
acid buildup or boredom is to perform the exercises in this unique tabata format. This is
sure to be one of your favorite no-dread leg & glute workouts!
Trim And Tone Interval: This is a wonderfully deceiving cardio/weight workout. The
cardio is upbeat, yet lower impact, and the light-weight exercises are effective and
challenging.

You'll feel amazing at the completion of this little gem!
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Studio:
Item #:
UPC:
Order Date:
Street Date:
SRP:
Rating:
Screen Format:
Language
Subtitles:
# of Discs / Runtime:
Genre:

BayView Entertainment
BAY2306
812073023066
2/27/2018
3/27/2018
$39.99
NR
WS
English
N/A
3 discs / 150 mins.
Fitness

All Marketing, Art and Bonus Features are subject to change

